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ARTICLE NINETY-TWO
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – DANIEL 11-12

ELEVEN

A. A chronology of godless kings: The four final Persian rulers (11:1-2)
B. A chronology of godless kings: Alexander the Great and his successors (11:3-20)
C. A chronology of godless kings: Antiochus Epiphanes the Syrian (11:21-35)
D. A chronology of godless kings: The coming antichrist (11:36-45)

TWELVE

A. The worst is yet to come, but the elect will endure! (12:1)
B. They will awaken—some to glory, some to grief! (12:2-4)
C. “How long?” he asked. “1,335 days,” he answered! (12:5-13)